Nike

Customer Experience Analysis
The consumer’s perspective. It’s a piece of the marketing puzzle that can get lost in the shuffle
of crafting the perfect lifecycle journey for your brand. In our Customer Experience Analysis
series we take a look at marketing from the consumer’s point of view to identify customer
experience growth opportunities and strengths from some of today’s leading brands.
Over the course of three weeks, we commit to a variety of actions—such as creating a
profile, browsing items, and abandoning our cart—that trigger behavior-based marketing
communications. From there, we identify every message—across mobile and desktop
channels—to capture a comprehensive view of the customer experience. The following
consists of our observations and recommendations for the Nike user experience.

A Bit About the Brand
Synonymous with the famous “swoosh,” Nike is an American sports apparel company founded
by Phil Knight and Bill Bowerman in 1964. The brand focuses on creating athletic footwear
and apparel in addition to equipment, accessories, and services. With over 75,000 employees,
Nike has exploded into a worldwide phenomenon.
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Sign Up

Nike’s welcome email highlighted the
benefits of signing up and asked us to
input our birthday (zero-party data) so we
don’t miss out on presents and offers. This
data can be used to create a personalized
experience later on in the buying journey.
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While Nike collected some personal data,
Adidas took zero-party data a step further by
directly asking our preferences like activities,
sizes, goals, and more, opening the door for
greater personalization right away.
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Browse website
on desktop

After browsing women’s tank tops, we
received an email with copy, images, and
recommended items related to this search.
The subject line “Still thinking about Nike
sportswear?” could be seen as related to
our search, but could grab more attention
by calling out the browsed item directly.

In Comparison
On the flip side, Adidas sent us a highly
personalized email with the subject line,
“[Name], still thinking about the Adilette Lite
Slides?” Not only does it feature our name, but
it mentions the exact product we browsed. To
close, the CTA is “Get It Now” and the email
also includes similar, related products.
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After two browse abandonment emails, Nike
still provided no incentive to convert our
browse into a purchase. A promo code or free
shipping would be a great incentive to get
shoppers to buy. Also of note, this message
arrived at 3:24am, local time, allowing multiple
hours worth of other brands’ emails to bury
this one before we even looked at our inbox.
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The push notification about “Upcoming
Drops” features new products that are on the
cusp of release. The copy works, prompting
users to check out what new items are on the
horizon, but there’s no image. With rich push
functionality, brands could include images in
push notifications—especially beneficial for
retail brands. Once clicked, the experience
within the app isn’t ideal. The copy starts
almost at the fold, hidden underneath the CTA,
and the image above the copy is slow to load.
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Abandon cart

This push notification is “A Birthday Gift for
You - 10% Off.” Once clicked, the experience
in-app is similar to the birthday email
experience with the same imagery and
language. Nike delivered a consistent crosschannel experience from phone to email.
One caveat: if using multiple channels for the
same or similar messages, be sure to space
them apart so users aren’t bombarded.
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After we added an item to a cart and left
the site, Nike sent an email with a discount
highlighted in the subject line: “Get your cart
items shipped free.” The discount within the
email is small and the CTA isn’t to “buy”, it’s to
“View Cart.” Switching the CTA to something
like “Get my items shipped free” or “buy
[item name] now” could prompt the user to
buy their item right away. This email was
also sent at 12:06am PST. Abandoned cart
emails are meant to reinvigorate the urge to
purchase an item. Schedule them to send at
a time when your users are most likely to buy.
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This push notification features “Sneakers of the
Week.” It’s somewhat personalized, however,
because when opened, the app features
women’s sneakers. Our profile says we prefer
women’s products, so this deep link is beneficial
to us. However, adding an image to this push
notification would enhance the experience.
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Nike sent this email based on an item we
browsed in-app, but didn’t add-to-cart
or purchase. This is a good cross-channel
experience, reminding the user of what
they looked at in the app. The subject line is
“Thinking about what you 👀 in the Nike App?”
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End Research

TOTAL: 31

EMAIL: 16

MOBILE: 15

Key Takeaways
Nike has a product-first experience focusing on promoting products before tailoring the
experience to the user. Abandoned cart and abandoned browse emails have details unique
to the individual user and are part of well-executed campaigns. However, the welcome
campaigns and product recommendations lack the personal touch customers now expect.
There is ample room to develop more personalized experiences, outside of the abandonment
emails, to create an audience-first experience, rather than a product-first one.

1. Using What You Know
The welcome stream for Nike isn’t as individualized as it could be. When becoming
a member on the site, users are prompted to enter their name, birthday, and other
preferences. This zero-party data, collected directly from the user, is personalization
gold. Nike already has the information, which is the right first step, but going further
and using that information in messaging can create an unforgettable experience.

2. Integrating Rich Push
Something else that caught our attention was Nike’s push notifications. While they took
advantage of deep linking—sending users who clicked on them to app pages directly
related to the push messages—there is the opportunity to go one step further and
include images. Content with images gets 94% more views than content without, so why
not toss a photo of a top product into the push notifications?
Adding images is especially effective for an abandoned browse or abandoned cart
message—the image grabs the user’s attention, because it’s something they’ve looked
at before, and shows them the brand is paying attention.

3. Optimizing Send Times
Nike is really good at reminding users of the products they’ve looked at or added to
their cart. For both abandoned cart and abandoned browse, Nike sent multiple emails,
hoping to tap into that initial interest the user showed while shopping the first time.
However, optimizing when those emails are sent can lead to greater engagement and
conversions. Plus, using past engagement behavior, these emails can be personalized
for when each individual user is more likely to interact with them.
Overall, Nike has the foundational elements in place. But, by adopting a cross-channel
marketing platform, centralizing customer data and sending detailed, personalized
messages, the experience could be taken to the next level. Dare we say Nike should...just do it?
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About Iterable
Iterable is a cross-channel platform that powers unified customer experiences and
empowers marketers to create, optimize, and measure relevant interactions and
experiences customers love. Leading brands, like Zillow, DoorDash, Calm, Madison
Reed, and Box, choose Iterable to power world-class customer experiences
throughout the entire lifecycle. Visit iterable.com for more information.

